Large geometry (e.g., orientation) variances are the key challenges in the scene text detection. In this work, we first conduct experiments to investigate the capacity of networks for learning geometry variances on detecting scene texts, and find that networks can handle only limited text geometry variances. Then, we put forward a novel Geometry Normalization Module (GNM) with multiple branches, each of which is composed of one Scale Normalization Unit and one Orientation Normalization Unit, to normalize each text instance to one desired canonical geometry range through at least one branch. The GNM is general and readily plugged into existing convolutional neural network based text detectors to construct end-to-end Geometry Normalization Networks (GNNets). Moreover, we propose a geometry-aware training scheme to effectively train the GNNets by sampling and augmenting text instances from a uniform geometry variance distribution. Finally, experiments on popular benchmarks of ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 MLT validate that our method outperforms all the state-of-the-art approaches remarkably by obtaining one-forward test Fscores of 88.52 and 74.54 respectively.
Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been dominating the research of general object detection [6, 5, 30, 19, 29] , as well as scene text detection [34, 41, 21, 31, 42, 7, 16, 8, 36, 20, 25, 17, 14, 39] in recent years. Thanks to the generic nature of CNN-based approaches, scene text detection can usually benefit from the rapid progress of general object detection. Despite the great success of CNNs, detecting scene texts has its own challenges as texts have large geometry (e.g., scale or orientation) variances in real application scenarios. Existing methods tackle the scale variance problem by detecting texts on multi-layers [16, 31, 7] with one detection header on each or the FPN-like multi-scale * Authors contributed equally, youjiangxu@gmail.com, duanji-aqi@hust.edu.cn † Corresponding author, kuangzhanghui@sensetime.com [20] is trained with both text bounding boxes and word recognition annotations and tested with multi-scale fusion, while ours is trained with bounding boxes only and tested with one single scale only. Pixel-Anchor [15] and PSENet [14] are methods proposed very recently (best viewed in color). fusion layer with one detection header [42, 20, 14, 36] , and predict arbitrary orientations by the bounding box angle estimation [20, 42, 16, 7] or the orientation-sensitive convolutions [36, 17, 7] . Each of their individual detection header learns all training samples with enormous geometry variances or only one subset of them, which might lead to suboptimal performance.
Although standard multi-orientation benchmarks such as ICDAR 2015 [11] and ICDAR 2017 MLT [26] had great impact on promoting state-of-the-art text detection approaches [14, 42] , the issue of large geometry variances on text detection is overlooked by the research community. Surprisingly, we find that horizontal texts dominate the multi-orientation benchmark ICDAR 2015. To evaluate text detection with large geometry variances, we augment ICDAR 2015 by randomly rotating images (named by ro- tated ICDAR 2015 1 ), so that the orientations are distributed uniformly for better evaluation as shown in Figure 1 (a). As a case study, EAST [42] degrades greatly (from 80.6% to 20.9%) on rotated ICDAR 2015. Even after rotation augmentation training, it still performs worse than on the original data before augmentation (see Figure 1 (b)). We believe that this is because it cannot capture large geometry variances well.
To this end, in this paper, we conduct a series of controlled experiments to investigate the impacts of geometry variances on the scene text detection, and find that CNN based detectors can only capture limited text geometry variances but making full use of all training samples with large geometry variances could improve their generalization ability. To solve the above dilemma, we propose a novel Geometry Normalization Module (GNM). It has multiple normalization branches, each of which is composed of one Scale Normalization Unit (SNU) and one Orientation Normalization Unit (ONU), and can learn geometry-specific feature maps. The geometry of each scene text instance can be transformed into one desired canonical geometry range through at least one branch of GNM. In this way, large geometry variances of all training samples are normalized to a limited distribution, so that we can train one shared text detection header on them effectively. The proposed GNM is general, and readily plugged into any CNN-based text detector to construct end-to-end Geometry Normalization Networks (GNNets). The general flowchart of GNNets is illustrated in Figure 2 . We demonstrate its superiority by equipping state-of-the-art text detectors EAST [42] and PSENet [14] with our proposed GNM.
Training GNNets is non-trivial. We further propose a geometry-aware training strategy to effectively train GN-Nets by randomly augmenting text instances so that they are sampled from a uniform geometry variance distribution.
In this way, all branches in the GNM have an equal number of valid text samples in each batch, and thus can be trained uniformly.
Thanks to the intrinsic geometry normalization capability of the GNM, and the proposed effective training strategy, our GNNets outperform state-of-the-art scene text detection methods by impressive margins. Specifically, on ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 MLT, GNNets achieve the best oneforward test F-Scores of 88.50 and 74.54 respectively (see Figure 1 (c)), which is even better than end-to-end word spotters such as FOTS MS [20] trained with word recognition supervision signals, and time-consuming multi-scale test methods such as [20, 42] . Our model also outperforms methods [15, 14] that were proposed very recently.
Related Work
Scene text detection. Detecting scene text in the wild has received great attentions in recent years. Lots of approaches [4, 27, 28, 9, 35, 40, 2, 38, 34, 41, 31, 42, 8, 21, 10, 16, 17, 25, 20, 36, 3, 14, 24, 39] have been proposed. Comprehensive reviews can be found in the surveys [35, 37, 43] . Herein, we will discuss about those papers which are mostly relevant to our method in terms of geometry (scale and orientation) robustness.
Geometry robust text detection methods target at remedying large scale variances or large orientation variances. To suppress the issue of large scale variances in text detection, inspired by SSD [19] , earlier work [16, 31, 7] detected texts independently on multi-layers, each of which detects texts with one specific size range. Their low level features lack high level semantics, which easily leads to missing de-tection or false alarms. To compensate the absence of semantics in low-level features, later work [42, 20, 14, 3] introduced FPN-like [18] or FCN-like [22] architectures, and detected texts on one fused layer. The features of texts of different scales vary drastically, which hinders to learn their detection headers mapping from features to bounding boxes well. There exist lots of multi-orientation text detection approaches [42, 16, 7, 36, 17, 20, 14] . Different horizontal text detection ones, they either directly predict the orientation of text boxes or connections between text segments [42, 16, 7, 17, 20] , or construct oriented text boxes from bottom to top [14, 23] . To robustly detect multiorientation texts, RRD [17] extracted rotation-sensitive features by explicitly rotating the convolutional filters. Different from all the aforementioned geometry robust text detection methods, which focus on either scale or orientation robustness in isolation, our proposed GNNets achieve both scale and orientation robustness of text detection in a unified framework. Recently, ITN [36] predicted an affine transformation for each location, which guides to deform the convolutional filters accordingly, and achieve geometry (including scale and orientation) robust text detection. However, the affine transformation prediction error might greatly degrade the final text detection performance. In contrast, our GNM can automatically normalize each text instance to one desired canonical geometry range through at least one of its branches without any explicit transformation estimation. Experimental results validate that the proposed method significantly outperforms ITN on benchmarks.
Scale normalization for object detection. General object detection can also benefit from scale normalization. SNIP [32] proposed a scale normalization method to train the detector of objects with one desired scale range during multi-scale training. To perform multi-scale training more efficiently, SNIPER [33] selected context regions around the ground-truth instances only and sampled background regions for each scale during training. They share the similar inspiration with our work by reducing scale variances. However, SNIP and SNIPER achieve scale normalization by image pyramid, and thus need multi-forward test. They suffer from inevitable increasing of inference time. Different from them, our proposed method achieves both scale and orientation normalization by feature transformation, and needs one-forward test only. Moreover, it normalizes scale and orientation in a unified framework while SNIP and SNIPER normalizes scale only.
Motivations
Although state-of-the-art methods alleviate the problem of the scale and orientation variances by novel designs [42, 17, 36] , there is still great room of improvement for large geometry variations as discussed in Section 1 and illustrated in Figure 1 (b). In this section, we will investigate the capability of text detection networks of handling large geometry variances by more comprehensive experiments.
To evaluate the impacts of the geometry variances, we construct a common evaluation benchmark with text boxes in a specific geometry range. Three different sampling strategies are designed to construct a training dataset to examine the capacity of the detector.
The most popular dataset of ICDAR 2015 [11] and a state-of-the-art text detector EAST [42] are used in our experiments. Particularly, we select text boxes with the short side length in [20, 40] pixels and the angle in [− π 12 , + π 12 ] from ICDAR 2015 test set to form the evaluation benchmark.
Geometry Specific Sampling (GSS). This sampling strategy constructs text boxes within the same geometry range as evaluation by transforming text instances into the desired geometry range and makes full use of all text box instances in the original training set.
For each image, we randomly select one text instance and then transform the image, so that the chosen text instance will lie in the desired geometry range. The target parameters including the short side length and the angle are uniformly generated in the range.
Geometry Variance Sampling (GVS). This sampling strategy is similar to GSS, except that the transformed text boxes are in a larger geometry range than GSS. The resulting short side length is in [0, 90] pixels and the angle is in
. Limited Geometry Specific Sampling (LGSS). This sampling strategy only selects a subset of the training set, which are in the same geometry range as evaluation. Compared with GSS, fewer text instances are included for training a detector.
We summarize our observations as follows (see Table 1 for all experimental results):
• Existing text detectors have limited learning capacity for handling large geometry variances. Samples with large geometry variances degrade the performance of text detectors significantly. EAST [42] trained with GVS performs 12% worse than GSS on F-score. This observation is also common for other state-of-the-art detectors and we do not list more results due to the space limit. The above observations motivate us to normalize geometry variances during training, so that a geometry specific detector only needs to handle limited geometry range. Instead of transforming images, which suffers from timeconsuming multi-scale multi-orientation feature extraction in both training and test, we design efficient geometry normalization by feature transformation. In order to fully utilize training samples, we randomly augment all text instances, so that each geometry specific detector can learn from all text instances in all images.
Geometry Normalization Networks
In this section, we will first introduce the proposed Geometry Normalization Module (GNM), and then describe overall architecture of Geometry Normalization Networks (GNNets). Finally, the geometry-aware training strategy will be presented.
Geometry Normalization Module
GNM targets at normalizing text geometry distribution with large variances into one desired canonical geometry range, so that text detection header can be learned well. We divide the geometry distribution with large variance into multiple appropriate geometry distributions with small variance, each of which is allocated one independent geometryspecific branch to handle. Formally, GNM is given bỹ
where x is the input feature maps of the GNM, andx i is the output feature maps of its i th branch. F s i and F o i are the scale normalization unit and the orientation normalization unit of the i th branch, which are designed to normalize scale variances and orientation variances respectively.
Scale Normalization Unit. Each scale normalization unit extracts scale-specific features. We design it by explicitly downsampling feature maps and thus expanding the receptive field of the convolutional kernels. Concretely, given the input feature maps x ∈ R C×H×W outputted by feature extractors, the scale normalization unit outputs x s ∈ R C ×H ×W as follows:
where S is one 1×1 conv operator, and S 1 2 is a stack of 1×1 conv, 2 × 2 max-pooling with stride 2, and 3 × 3 conv operators. S preserves the spatial resolution of the input feature maps (i.e., H = H and W = W ), and S 1 2 halves it (i.e., , π] to those with angles in [0, π 4 ]. H = 1 2 H and W = 1 2 W ). We select two scale normalization units, because adding more units achieve marginal performance improvement as shown in experimental results.
Orientation Normalization Unit. Each orientation normalization unit normalizes texts within a specific angle range to near-horizontal texts, by explicitly rotating and/or flipping operations. Given the input feature maps x s ∈ R C ×H ×W , it outputsx ∈ RC ×H×W as follows:
where O is a 1×1 conv operator, O r denotes a stack of 1×1 conv, rotation, and 3 × 3 conv operators, O f denotes a stack of 1 × 1 conv, flipping, and 3 × 3 conv operators, and O r+f denotes a sequence of 1 × 1 conv, rotation, flipping and 3×3 conv. Rotation and flipping indicate clockwise rotating by π 2 and horizontal flipping, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 3 
, π] to those with angles in [0, π 4 ], respectively.
Architecture of GNNets
The proposed GNM is general, and readily plugged into existing CNN based text detectors to construct Geometry Normalization Networks (GNNets). Figure 2 illustrates the general architecture of GNNets. First, images are fed into a CNN based feature extractor to obtain feature maps, which will be the input of the proposed GNM. Then, GNM produces different scale and orientation specific feature maps, and a shared text detection header predicts text boxes on these feature maps. Finally, the predicted text boxes are transformed back accordingly and merged via NMS. 
Or
In order to demonstrate the generalization ability of our proposed method, we instantiate our GNNets with two state-of-the-art text detectors, i.e., EAST [42] and PSENet [14] . We insert our GNM after the last layer of the feature merged branch in EAST, and the concatenation layer of the multi-scale layers of the FPN in PSENet. We optimize the following loss:
where N denotes the number of branches. (x,ŷ),ĥ,ŵ, andθ indicate the center, height, width and angle of the predicted text bounding box, respectively. (x , y ), h , w and θ denote center, height, width and angle of the proxy ground truth, respectively, and its relation to the input bounding box (x, y, h, w, θ) is given in Table 2 . L n (·) denotes the loss of the n-th geometry normalization branch of the proposed GNM, which simply follows the loss functions in EAST [42] and PSENet [14] . Both EAST based GNNets and PSENet based GNNets outperform its counterpart significantly as shown in Section 5.
Geometry-Aware Training and Test Strategy
Together with geometry normalization module, we codesign three critical strategies so that GNNets perform well.
Feasible geometry range. We allocate one feasible geometry range including one scale interval and one orientation interval to each branch of GNM. The union of the feasible geometry ranges of all branches equals to the whole text geometry distribution. In this way, any text bounding boxes can fall into at least one feasible geometry range and thus can be normalized to the canonical geometry range through its corresponding branch in GMN. We will discuss the allocation in detail in Section 5.3.
Training sampling strategy. During training, we randomly samples one text instance, and augment it by rotating and resizing 7 times, so that each branch of the proposed GNM has valid text instances in each batch. In this way, all branches of GNM are trained uniformly. The feature maps of all branches are used to train the text detection header of GNNets. All the text instances in one branch are ignored if their ground truth are not in its feasible geometry range during training.
Test strategy. During testing, we predict text bounding boxes on the transformed feature maps output by all branches in GNM, which are back-projected to the original scale and orientation accordingly. The output bounding boxes which do not lie in a branch's corresponding feasible geometry range are unreliable and discarded. The remaining bounding boxes are merged via NMS.
Experiments
In this section, we first perform ablation studies for the proposed GNNets, and then compare the GNNets with the state-of-the-art methods. The experiments are conducted on four datasets: ICDAR 2013 [12] , ICDAR 2015 [11] , IC-DAR 2017 MLT [26] and the Rotated ICDAR 2015.
Benchmark Datasets
ICDAR 2015 is a dataset proposed in the Challenge 4 of the 2015 Robust Reading Competition for incidental scene text detection. There are 1,000 images and 500 images for training and test, respectively. The text instances are annotated by word-level quadrangles.
ICDAR 2017 MLT is a dataset provided for ICDAR 2017 competition on multi-lingual scene text detection. This dataset consists of complete scene images from 9 languages. Some languages are labeled in word-level such as English, Bangla, French and Arabic, while others are la- Rotated ICDAR 2015 is constructed from the standard benchmark of ICDAR 2015. By randomly rotating images from the standard ICDAR 2015, the orientations in Rotated ICDAR 2015 are distributed uniformly (see Figure 1 ). There are also 1,000 images and 500 images for training and testing, respectively. Moreover, the partitions of the Rotated ICDAR 2015 stay the same with the standard one.
ICDAR 2013 contains 229 training images and 223 testing images. Different above dataset, this dataset only contains horizontal text instances. We utilize the training images in the experiments of ablation studies only.
Implementation Details
The overall architecture of GNNets has shown in Figure 2 . We use the same data augmentation techniques with previous methods [42, 14] . We further perform 'Rotation Augmentation (RA)', 'Initializing (Init)' and 'Training sampling strategies (TSS)' to train the proposed GNNets. Particularly, 'Rotation Augmentation' means that the input images are randomly rotated from −π/2 to π/2. 'Initializing' means that we initialize the proposed GNNets with the reimplemented baseline models, rather than the models pre-trained on ImageNet dataset. 'Training sampling strategies' has been described in the Section 4.3. We use ADAM [13] to optimize the parameters of GNNets. For training EAST-based GNNets, the learning rate starts at 1e-4, declines to its 1 10 for every 27,300 iterations, and stops at 1e-6. As for training PSENet-based GNNets, the learning rate decays per 200 epochs and there are total of 600 epochs. As for the ablation studies, we use the ICDAR 2013, the ICDAR 2015 and the Rotated ICDAR 2015 as our training data. When comparing with the state-of-the-art methods, we use the IDCAR 2015 and the ICDAR 2017 MLT as our training data, which is the same as [14] .
Ablation Studies
The impacts of SNU with different desired canonical scale ranges. We study the impacts of SNU with different desired canonical scale ranges on the ICDAR 2015. The feasible scale range of single branch SNU (i.e., S) is set to [10, 200] pixels, which means that the text boxes will be ignored if the length of their shortest size is not in the range. Note that for single branch SNU, the desired canonical scale range is the same as its feasible scale range. As for the SNU with two branches (i.e., S+S 1 2 ), we set the feasible scale range as [10, 80] and [60, 200] for S and S 1 2 , respectively. As S 1 2 halves the feature maps, its desired canonical scale range should be [30, 100] . The final desired canonical scale range can be obtained by choosing the real minimum and real maximum desired canonical scales, and thus it should be [10, 100] . In this way, the scale range of text boxes is normalized from [10, 200] (i.e., S) to [10, 100] (i.e., S+S 1 2 ) and all normalized text boxes will be used to train the same box detection header. For SNU with three branches (i.e., S+S 1 2 +S 1 4 ), the feasible scale ranges are set as [10, 60] , [40, 100] and [80, 200] for S, S 1 2 and S 1 4 , respectively. As a result, the desired canonical scale range of S+S 1 2 +S 1 4 is further normalized to [10, 60] . All results are shown in Table 3 . Compared with three SNU branches, both 'EAST+S+S 1 2 ' and 'PSENet+S+S 1 2 ' achieve a better performance on the ICDAR 2015. Thus, we choose SNU with two branches as our default setting.
The impacts of ONU with different desired canonical orientation ranges. We set the feasible orientation range for our proposed single branch ONU (i.e., O) as [− π 2 , π 2 ]. Note that for single branch ONU O, the desired canonical orientation range is the same as its feasible orientation range. As O r can transform text boxes with angles in [− π 2 , − π 4 ] and [ π 4 , π 2 ] to those with angles in [0, From Table 3 and Table 4 , we find that both narrowing the desired canonical scale range and narrowing the desired canonical orientation range benefit the model performance, which demonstrates that normalizing the geometry is beneficial to the training of the shared text detection header.
Analysis of training strategies. Rotation augmentation (RA), Initialization (Init), and Training sampling strategy (TSS) are utilized to promise the good performance of our proposed GNNets. All the results are shown in Table 5 and we can conclude as follows: (1) As shown in Table 5 (a), EAST and PSENet, which is reimplemented by us and achieves similar performance with their original implementation [42, 14] , obtain limited performances of 21.99% and 63.22% on the Rotated ICDAR 2015, respectively. (2) When training with 'RA' (see Table 5 (b)), EAST and PSENet obtain better performances on the Rotated IC-DAR 2015. However, this harms their performance on the ICDAR 2015 about 8.2% and 1.8%, respectively. (3) Comparing with '(c)+RA+GNM', '(d)+RA+GNM+Init' obtains a performance gain on the Rotated ICDAR 2015 about 8.0% for the EAST-based GNNets and 1.5% for PSENet based model (see Table 5 (c) and (d)). (4) From Table 5 (e) and (f), we find that removing either SNU or ONU will damage the performance on both ICDAR 2015 and Rotated IC-DAR 2015, which demonstrates that our proposed GNNets can detect text instances with large geometry variances. (5) When training with both 'Init' and 'TSS' (see Table   5 (g)), our GNM obtains better performances on the Rotated ICDAR 2015 as well as on the ICDAR 2015. Particularly, compared with EAST baseline, GNNets obtain about 3 times performance gains on the Rotated ICDAR 2015 and about 1.4% improvements on the ICDAR 2015. When comparing with PSENet baseline, our GNNets outperform about 16% on the Rotated ICDAR 2015 and simultaneously keeps nearly the same performance on the ICDAR 2015.
Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Methods
In this section, we compare our PSENet-based GNNets with several state-of-the-art methods. The same with [14] , during the testing, the longer side of input images is resized to 2240 and 3200 on ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 MLT, respectively. As a large proportion of the text instances in both ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 MLT is near horizontal, the GNM contains only SNU branches. For fair comparisons, we perform only one-forward testing on these two datasets. All the results are shown in Table 6 .
From Table 6 , we can find that our reimplemented PSENet has similar performance (the differences less than 0.4% on F-score) to the original PSENet [14] . As the original PSENet [14] is a very recently proposed method and its source code is still unavailable, we conduct the following experiments based on our implementation. Compared to the original PSENet [14] , our GNNets achieve a performance improvement about 1.3% and 2.1% on ICDAR 2015 and IC-DAR 2017 MLT, respectively. Compared with EAST [42] and ITN [36] on the ICDAR 2015, our GNNets outperform them by absolute about 8% and 9%, respectively. While comparing with FTSN [3] , we could obtain a performance gain of 4.5%. Our method outperforms FOTS [20] by 0.6% on the ICDAR 2015 and by 7.3% on the ICDAR 2017 MLT. Noted that FOTS uses text recognition annotations to ben- efit the network training, while we utilize the detection annotations only. Comparing with Pixel-Anchor [15] , we also obtain a performance gain of 0.9% and 6.4% on the ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 MLT, respectively. Finally, our GN-Nets with one-forward test achieves the state-of-the-art performance on both ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 MLT. Figure 4 compares the detection results by the PSENet and our proposed GNNets on ICDAR 2015, ICDAR 2017 MLT and Rotated ICDAR 2015. We observe that our proposed GNNets are able to detect scene text instances with large geometry variances.
Qualitative Results

Conclusion
In this paper, we put forward a novel Geometry Normalization Module (GNM) to generate several geometry aware feature maps. The proposed GNM is general and can be readily plugged into any CNN based detector to construct end-to-end Geometry Normalization Networks (GNNets). Extensive experiments illustrate that our proposed GNNets achieve an excellent performance on the detection of text instances with large geometry variances (e.g., the Rotated ICDAR 2015), and outperform the baselines with a large margin. Furthermore, our GNNets obtain a significant performance gain over the state-of-the-art methods on two popular benchmarks of ICDAR 2015 and ICDAR 2017 MLT.
